Deadlock avoidance in sequential resource allocation systems is a well-de ned problem in Discrete Event System literature, as it underlies the operation of many contemporary technological systems. In the past, the problem has been studied by means of a number of formal frameworks, including the nite state automata (FSA) and Petri nets (PN). In this paper, it is shown that a signi cant class of deadlock avoidance policies (DAP), known as algebraic PK-DAP's, originally developed in the FSA paradigm, can be analyzed using recent results from PN structural analysis. Furthermore, the approach to DAP analysis and design taken in this paper has led to the e ective generalization of the currently available algebraic PK-DAP's, and to their enrichment with new and more exible policy implementations.
Introduction
Deadlock avoidance is an essential control requirement for automated operation of modern technological systems that involve resource sharing. In these environments, the competition of concurrently executing processes for a nite set of non-preemptible resources gives rise to con icting situations { characterized as deadlocks { where there exists a subset of processes permanently blocked, due to the fact that each process in the set requires, for its further continuation, some resource(s) currently held by some other process in the set. Hence, the underlying (sequential) resource allocation must be carefully managed in order to ensure deadlock-free operation. Furthermore, given the increasing emphasis on the operational exibility of these systems, the objective is to avoid deadlocks in the least restrictive manner, a requirement that establishes a notion of optimality in the considered problem context. However, in the general case, the computation of the optimal deadlock avoidance policy (DAP) is proven to be an NPhard problem 9]. Therefore, past research results have mainly focused on (i) the identi cation of special sequential resource allocation system (RAS) structure that admits polynomial-time optimal deadlock avoidance policy 13, 6, 10] , or (ii) the design of suboptimal but polynomially computable 1 policies, which, when imposed on the system operation, guarantee deadlock-free behavior 1, 6, 7, 8, 9] . The resulting policies are characterized as Polynomial Kernel (PK)-DAP's, and the PK-DAP's for which the policy-de ning condition can be expressed as a set of algebraic constraints on the underlying RAS state, are further referred to as algebraic. For example, the policies developed in 1, 9, 8] and some of the policies in 6] fall into the class of algebraic PK-DAP's, while the policy presented in 7] constitutes an example of an e cient but non-algebraic PK-DAP.
Petri net (PN) structural analysis has been the other major line of research on the deadlock avoidance problem in sequential RAS. In this framework, deadlock-free operation is formally expressed by the PN properties of liveness and reversibility 4]. Some representative work along this line of research can be found in, e.g. 14, 5] . Recently, it was established in 3] that (i) for a PN subclass, known as Augmented Marked Graphs (AMG), the absence of liveness and reversibility properties can be directly related to the potential development of a certain structure, known as empty siphon, and, (ii) for structurally bounded AMG's, the absence of potentially empty siphons can be tested by solving a mixed integer program (MIP) 12]. Motivated by these results, in this paper, we establish that the AMG class can e ectively model the controlled behavior of a signi cant subclass of sequential RAS under algebraic PK-DAP control, and therefore, the results in 3] provide a novel framework for analyzing the correctness of any tentative algebraic PK-DAP's proposed for these systems. Furthermore, we show that this framework leads to the e ective generalization of the currently known algebraic PK-DAP's, and present a method to enhance the exibility supported by these policies. More speci cally, the paper is organized as follows : Section 2 provides the necessary background on the aforestated AMG structural analysis through the MIP formulation as well as the theory of algebraic PK-DAP's for sequential RAS. Section 3 establishes that the AMG-based structural analysis provides a new formal framework for the correctness analysis and exibility enhancement of existing PK-DAP's for a signi cant class of sequential RAS. The proposed method is demonstrated by an example. Finally Section 4 concludes the paper and suggests further research directions. 1 We clarify that this complexity requirement concerns primarily the policy execution time rather than the policy development, since this is the control stage that must be supported in real-time.
Preliminaries

Sequential RAS and Algebraic PK-DAP's
A sequential RAS is de ned by a set of resource types R = fR i ; i = 1; : : :; mg, and a set of process types J = fJT j ; j = 1; : : :; ng. Every resource R i is further characterized by its capacity C i , i.e., a nite positive integer indicating how many units of resource type R i the RAS possesses. Process type JT j is de ned by a sequence of m-dimensional vectors < JT jk ; k = 1; : : :; l(j) >, with component JT jk v], v = 1; : : :; m, indicating how many units of resource R v are required for the execution of the k-th step. Furthermore, we shall impose the restriction that vectors JT jk are elementary unit vectors, i.e., each stage requires only one unit from a single resource type for its operation. This subclass of sequential RAS has been known as Single-Unit (SU)- RAS 10] . The RAS state is determined by the current processing stages of all active process instances.
Formally, it is denoted as a vector q(t), of dimension D = P n j=1 l(j) { i.e., equal to the total number of distinct route stages supported by the system con guration { and with component q i (t), i = 1; : : :; D, being equal to the number of processes executing step k of process type JT u at time t, where u is the largest integer such that i > P u?1 j=1 l(j) and k = i ?
Since each resource possesses nite bu ering capacity, the set of distinct RAS states is nite, and it is denoted by Q = fq i ; i = 0; : : :; Zg, where q 0 represents the initial empty state. As shown in 9], the state space of the RAS can be formally modeled by an FSA, and therefore, in order to avoid deadlock in the least restrictive way, the system operation should be con ned to the maximal communicating class that contains q 0 . Let us denote this class by Q s . Then every state q 2 Q s is characterized as safe while states q belonging to the complement of Q s , denoted by Q u , are characterized as unsafe. Hence the objective is to prevent the RAS from entering the unsafe region of its state space, Q u . However, in general, the property P corresponding to the de nition of the forbidden set of unsafe states Q u is broader than the de nition of deadlock states, and the evaluation P(q) to decide whether q 2 Q u is NP-complete 9] . As a result, 9] proposes the notion of PK-DAP's which con ne the system operation to a polynomially identi able subset of its safe space. This idea requires the identi cation of a property H(q); q 2 Q, such that : (i) H(q) ) :P(q); 8q 2 Q, and (ii) H( ) is polynomially computable on the given system state. Then, by allowing only transitions to states satisfying H( ), through one-step look-ahead, it can be ensured that the visited states will also satisfy the condition :P, and therefore the system will never enter the forbidden region Q u . In addition, the subspace Q(H) admitted by the resulting policy should be a single communicating class containing q 0 in order to be induced deadlock-free. Among the PK-DAP's developed in the past, of particular interest to this research is a class of algebraic PK-DAP's in which H( ) is represented as a polynomially-sized set of linear inequalities in the state vector :
A P q f P (1) A P is an incidence matrix. Each row of A P can be associated with the subset of process stages JT (i) = fJT jk j A i;(j;k)] = 1g. Furthermore, the product A i; ] q counts the number of processes in state q which execute stages in JT (i) . Therefore, an algebraic policy P can be expressed by the condition that a RAS state q is admissible i for every process stage subset JT (i) , the number of processes in state q executing stages in JT (i) does not exceed the policy-de ned Hence, state q = (0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 1) T is a safe state admitted by the RUN implementation of 2, whereas state q = (1; 2; 0; 0; 0; 0) T is policy non-admissible (even though it is indeed a safe state). 3 
AMG Structural Analysis
This section introduces the Petri net (PN) class of augmented marked graphs (AMG), and reviews the key results of AMG structural analysis, developed in 3] , that are employed in the DAP analysis framework of Section 3. The subsequent discussion assumes that the reader is familiar with the basic PN behavioral and structural concepts. A brief review of the elements of ordinary PN theory employed in this work can be found in the Appendix. We also summarize some of the AMG properties established in 3] in the following proposition. The requirement F(S) > 0 in the above proposition, is essentially a su cient condition ensuring that siphon S is not a potential deadlock. However, its power as an analysis tool for AMG liveness and reversibility is limited by the fact that it requires the explicit enumeration of all minimal siphons of the net structure, a task of non-polynomial complexity with respect to the number of net places. Fortunately, for the class of structurally bounded nets, 3] provides an additional su cient condition of potential deadlock-freedom that takes the convenient form of a MIP formulation of polynomial size with respect to the net elements. This result is stated in the following proposition : 
Then, N will have no potential deadlocks if the optimal solution of the above MIP formulation satis es C (N) = jPj.
In the above formulation, v p is an indicator variable associated with net place p, taking the value of 1 i place p cannot be part of a reachable empty siphon. Similarly, z t is an indicator variable associated with transition t, taking the value of 1 i transition t cannot have an input place belonging to an empty siphon. SB(p) denotes an (a priori established) structural bound for the markings of place p. M and y constitute a feasible solution to (the linear relaxation of) the net state equation. From Propositions 1 and 2, it is clear that the following corollary holds.
Corollary 1 A su cient condition for a structurally bounded AMG G = (P R; T; F; M 0 ) to be live and reversible, is that the MIP formulation of the Proposition 2 has an optimal objective value C (G) = jPj + jRj.
AMG-based Correctness Analysis of Algebraic PK-DAP's
In this section, rst we formally establish that the operation of SU-RAS, controlled under algebraic PK-DAP's, can be e ectively modeled as an AMG. Then, this nding leads (i) to a novel correctness analysis framework for algebraic PK-DAP's proposed for SU-RAS, and (ii) to more exible implementations of the available algebraic PK-DAP's, which are not recognized (to be correct) by the original policy de nitions. The enhanced design capabilities of the new framework are demonstrated by application to the logic of RUN DAP 9]. of SLSP j constitutes the projection of the initial marking, M 0 , for the complete net model, over the place set P j , and therefore, to simplify notation, the corresponding superscripts are omitted in the following discussion. Furthermore, the linear structure of process type JT j , with l(j) process stages, implies that N j =< P j ; T j ; F j > forms a simple path < t j0 ; p j1 ; t j1 ; p j2 ; : : :; t j;l(j)?1 ; p j;l(j) ; t j;l(j) >. In this structure, the ring of transition t j0 (resp. t j;l(j) ) corresponds to the loading (resp. unloading) of a job instance of type JT j into (resp. from) the system. Similarly, the ring of transition t jk ; k = 1; : : :; l(j) ? 1 models the advancement of a job instance from stage JT jk to stage JT j;k+1 . Hence, in the proposed model, the marking of place p jk , M(p jk ), denotes the number of job instances executing stage JT jk . Clearly, M 0 (p jk ) = 0; 8j; k = 1; : : :; l(j). Finally, we introduce an additional place p j0 , with p j0 = ft j0 g and p j0 = ft j;l(j) g ; this place is characterized as the process idle place 5], and its introduction converts each N j to a circuit. Note that the initial marking of p j0 , M 0 (p j0 ), essentially controls the maximum number of job instances of type JT j that can be simultaneously loaded in the system. A natural upper bound to this number is provided by P i2I C i , where I = fi j 9k s.t. R(JT jk ) = R i g. Having de ned the PN structure modeling the sequential logic underlying the process types of the SU-RAS class, we proceed with the modeling of the resource allocation taking place in these systems, and the competition of the concurrently executing processes for the limited system resources. Speci cally, the limited resource availabilities are modeled by the introduction of a place, r i , for each resource type R i ; i = 1; : : :; m, with initial marking, M 0 (r i ) = C i ; i = 1; : : :; m. Let R = fr i ; i = 1; : : :; mg. Allocation (resp. release) of resource R i ; i = 1; : : :; m, to (resp. by) the executing processes is modeled by setting r i (resp. r i ) = ft j;k?1 (resp. t jk ) j 8j; k s.t. R(JT jk ) = R i g. The single-unit nature of the considered resource allocation implies that : (i) 8j; k = 0; : : :; l(j) ? 1, j t jk \ Rj = 1, (ii) 8j; t j;l(j) \ R = ;, (iii) 8j; k = 1; : : :; l(j), jt jk \ Rj = 1, (iv) 8j; t j0 \ R = ;. The resulting PN is characterized as S 
where q is de ned as above. Given that, by construction, M 0 (q) > 0; 8q 2 R W, it follows that siphons S 2 S 2 do not constitute potential deadlocks.
Finally, the truth of Theorem 1 is established by combining the above remarks regarding the elements of S 1 and S 2 , with Propositions 3 and 1(ii{iv). 3
From a methodological perspective, an e ective way to apply the criterion of Theorem 1 while establishing the correctness of a given algebraic PK-DAP for SU-RAS, is by showing that, otherwise, the existence of a siphon S with two or more places in R W, and with cally, given an implementation of an algebraic PK-DAP, P, on a certain SU-RAS con guration, S, the policy generalization method developed in this paper is essentially a search over the space of meaningful rhs vectors, f P , for maximal elements that lead to correct policy implementations.
The space of meaningful rhs vectors is de ned as follows.
De nition 3 Let A P q f P represent the constraints imposed by an algebraic PK-DAP, P, on the resource allocation state of a given SU-RAS con guration, S. Then, the set F(P; S), of the meaningful rhs vectors, is de ned as F(P; S) = ff 2 Z dim(f P ) j1 f fg The set F(P; S), armed with the relation , constitutes a nite partially ordered set. Furthermore, every maximal totally ordered subsetF F(P; S), constitutes a chain between the extreme values of 1 and f. Let F c (P; S) denote the subset of F(P; S) consisting of all meaningful vectors that lead to implementations of policy P satisfying the criterion of Corollary 1. Note that F c (P; S) 6 = ; for a correct algebraic PK-DAP P. A simple algorithm for identifying the maximal elements of F c (P; S) can be developed as follows : Start from the maximal element of F(P; S), f, and generate the arborescence of the elements of F(P; S) de ned by the ordering; terminate the search along each path when an element f 2 F c (P; S) is identi ed. A formal statement of this algorithm is given in Figure 2 . Notice that the search for the maximal elements of F c (P; S) must traverse the chains of F(P; S) in a decreasing fashion, since, in general, given any pair of meaningful vectors f and f 0 s.t. f 0 f, f 2 F c (P; S) 6 =) f 0 2 F c (P; S). Finally, we make the following comment regarding the complexity of the proposed algorithm: Since the algorithm essentially performs a search over the chains of poset F(P; S) for maximal elements belonging to F c (P; S), in the worst case, it will have to evaluate O( max i f f i]g] dim(f P ) ) search nodes, with the evaluation of each search node involving the solution of the MIP formulation de ned by Equations 3{9. Hence, it can be concluded that it is a rather computationally tedious proposition. 2 Notice, however, that the execution of this algorithm will take place o -line, as an optimization step during the policy development phase. Hence, the computational complexity underlying this phase of the policy development is not as critical an issue as the phase concerning the real-time policy implementation. 3 Furthermore, in very large-scale applications, where the cost of exhaustive search might be prohibitive, the basic policy enhancement logic underlying the proposed scheme can be used not for identifying maximal elements in F c (P; S), but simply some element(s) f 2 F c (P; S) that leads to a policy implementation which is more relaxed/ exible compared to the original policy de nition. In such a case, the search can be based on randomized sampling of the space F 0 (P; S) ff 2 F(P; S) : f f 0 g, where f 0 denotes the rhs vector employed by the original de nition of P. Lastly, we believe that more computationally streamlined versions of the proposed approach can be developed, e.g., through parallelization of the search task underlying the algorithm of Figure 2 ; however, the detailed development of such an enhanced computational scheme is beyond the scope of this technical note. Based on the previous example, it is clear that the proposed AMG-based framework has the capability (i) to enhance the exibility of any existing algebraic PK-DAP's, and (ii) to enrich the space of e ectively computable algebraic PK-DAP's with new policy instantiations. In fact, the proposed framework can be applied to any (tentative) algebraic PK-DAP, P, obtained by employing some arbitrary structure for matrix A P . In this case, however, there is no guarantee that F c (P; S) 6 = ;.
Conclusions
In this paper, it was shown that the class of algebraic PK-DAP's for SU-RAS, originally developed in the FSA framework 9], can also be analyzed by use of recent results from PN structural analysis 3]. In addition, the approach to DAP analysis and design developed in this paper, has led to the e ective generalization of the currently known families of DAP's, and to their enrichment with new and more exible policy implementations. Future work will seek the extension of the above results to sequential RAS with more general structure. As a starting point, we observe that results similar to that of Proposition 1, relating the net liveness to the (non-)existence of potentially empty siphons, have recently appeared for additional PN classes appropriate for RAS modeling in 2, 11]. 5 In fact, it can be easily shown that the AMG class itself can model the controlled behavior of a more general RAS class { characterized as conjunctive 10] { where each process stage can require more than one resource type, with the additional constraint, however, that only up to a single unit can be requested from each resource. This remark further implies that the behavior of this conjunctive RAS class can also be analyzed by means of the framework presented in this paper; i.e., algebraic PK-DAP's in the form of Equation 1 can be developed for this broader RAS subclass, and the result of Corollary 1 still provides an analytical framework for evaluating the policy correctness. Another challenging extension of the proposed research is to use the analysis framework developed in this paper in order to characterize the properties of the A P structure that supports correct policy implementations. Such an insight would allow the synthesis of broader classes of correct algebraic DAP's for sequential RAS, and the e ective incorporation of additional external constraints in the policy development process.
A Appendix: An Introduction to Ordinary Petri nets (OPN)
An ordinary PN is de ned by a quadruple N = (P; T; F; M 0 ), where P is the set of places, T is the set of transitions, F (P T) (T P) is the set of directed arcs connecting places with transitions, and M 0 : P ! Z + is the net initial marking, assigning to each place p 2 P, M 0 (p) tokens. The set of input (resp., output) transitions of a place p is denoted by p (resp., p ). Similarly, the set of input (resp., output) places of a transition t is denoted by t (resp., t ). This notation is also generalized to any set of places or transitions, X, e.g. X = S x2X x. The ordered set X =< x 1 : : :x n > P T is a path, i x i+1 2 x i ; i = 1; : : :; n ? 1. Furthermore, a path X is characterized as simple, i x i 6 = x j , 8i 6 = j, and it is characterized as a circuit i x 1 x n . Given a PN marking M, a transition t is enabled or firable if 8p 2 t, M(p) 1 a siphon is de ned as a set of places, S such that S S . Similarly, a trap is a set of places, S, such that S S. Finally, a potential deadlock is a siphon, S, that can eventually become empty. A siphon (resp., trap), S, is characterized as minimal, if it does not contain any other siphon (resp. trap). To understand the signi cance of the above three concepts in PN analysis, note that, due to the de ning set inclusions and the aforestated rule for transition ring, an empty (resp. marked) siphon (resp. trap) will remain empty (resp. marked) in all subsequent markings. As a result, for an empty siphon S, transitions t 2 S are dead, i.e., they will not be enabled in any subsequent marking. On the other hand, a siphon S that contains a trap T will never be empty. It can also be shown that for any PN marking M such that no transition is enabled, the set of empty places de nes a siphon. Finally, if 8p 2 P, jp j = j pj = 1, the PN is called a marked graph.
